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1. What creates color?
Ask the question What is color? of people who study or use color,
and you will hear a variety of answers.
Philosophers, artists, designers, advertisers, manufacturers of all
kinds of products, lighting engineers, architects, psychologists,
biologists will probably agree that color is an important part of our
lives and their professions. But their approaches will differ
depending on the tools of their trade and the reason for their
interest in color. They will answer according to their aims and
expertise.
But the question assumes that "what color is" must be something
fixed and easily defined. For example: "Color is the perceptual result
of light having wavelengths from 400 nm to 700 nm that is incident
upon the retina" (Charles Poynton). This acknowledges the primary
role in our light sensitivity of the retina, the imaging tissue lining
the back of the eye; and proclaims the conventional limits of the
visible spectrum — measured as the wavelength of light (indicated
by the symbol λ) in nanometers (nm) or billionths of a meter. But
"light shines on the eye" is the least part of our color experience.

This chapter provides a concise recital of the concepts necessary to
guide our exploration of color, and introduces my idiosyncratic use
of terms such as material color mixture, visual color mixture and
setting to describe specific aspects of color experience. If you
already have some knowledge of color then much of this will be
familiar to you. For novices it may be more difficult, but it presents
the key concepts printed in boldface and can be a springboard to
further reading. The index Color knowledge keywords at the end of
this chapter points to the relevant pages and illustrations where
you can learn more on each topic. The index also indicates
(parenthetically) synonyms or the standard terminology.

Four dimensions of color
Color is created through the combination of what I call the four
dimensions of color — light, material, observer and setting — as
illustrated in Figure 1.1. (Images and illustrations in this book are
indicated by the chapter number followed by the figure number
within the chapter.)

Figure 1.1 – The four dimensions of color: light, material, observer and
setting.

The chief obstacle to a definition of color is that color is very
dynamic, changing in ways that do not easily fit a single
interpretation. For example: color guides our behavior and
recognition of objects across diverse physical environments under
continually changing illumination. We experience color as reliably
informative about reality. At the same time, the color of an object
will change depending on how it is displayed, or the light used to
illuminate it; and color easily adapts to artistic and commercial
methods of attraction, distraction and deception. Color is often
unreliable and misleading. Color represents the fundamental facts
of light in space, the light altering nature of matter, our biological
response to the physical environment, our social nature as
members of a culture, and our passionate lives as human beings.

Each of these dimensions affects our color experience in ways that
are unique and largely independent of the others. At the same
time, each dimension comprises a bundle of attributes that
combine in a dynamic balance. It's the independent effect of the
dimensions coupled with the dynamic balance of their attributes
that produces the astonishing range of our color experience.

It seems sensible to me to embrace the complex nature of color by
approaching it in dynamic terms, and ask: What creates color? We
can answer that question only by combining the insights of color
research, artistic practice, commercial application and the
introspective evidence of phenomenology — the sensory and
sensual examination of our individual color experience.

Light is electromagnetic radiation that can produce a visual
response in the human eye. Radio waves, microwaves, infrared,
ultraviolet and X rays are somewhat arbitrary divisions of the
continuous electromagnetic spectrum (see Figure 2.4), but they
are all invisible to human color vision. This means that "ultraviolet
light" or "infrared light" — like "X ray light" or "radio light" — are
oxymorons.

Light
View a landscape on a moonless night, then the same landscape by
day, and you conclude from experience that there is no color
without a sufficient presence of light — and that the necessary
amount of light must be greater than moonlight and far above
starlit darkness.
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Light is not all the electromagnetic radiation that enters the eye: it
is only the radiation we are able to see. This distinction means we
can measure the light from a source (the object, medium or
energetic process that emits light) in two ways. The radiant power
is the total energy output of the source, per second, across the
electromagnetic spectrum. In artificial sources — desk lamps,
ceiling lights, neon signs and so on — radiant power is conveniently
equated with the electrical power in watts (or joules per second)
that is consumed by the source as it emits light (Figure 1.2).
Some part of the radiant power emitted by a source, such as the
heat (infrared radiation) produced by an incandescent light bulb, is
invisible to the human eye. The proportion of the radiant power
that is emitted within the visible spectrum and can stimulate the
human eye determines the luminous power of the source,
measured in lumens. One lumen is approximately the amount of
light emitted in our direction by a single candle flame, a unit of
visual stimulation known as the standard candle. The packaging of
light fixtures you buy at the hardware store describes the electric
cost of this "brightness power," as the proportion of light to
radiant power, or lumens per watt.

Figure 1.2 – The attributes of light.
Radiant power is only visible as luminous power; luminous power is usually
measured as either illuminance or luminance in units derived from the
standard candle. The power is distributed within the spectrum as the SPD;
the SPD is often simplified as a trichromatic illuminant or a color
temperature. Color rendering is measured as the effect of the light on the
appearance of standard material colors.

Watts and lumens describe a source objectively, without reference
to a specific observer. But light is useful primarily as illumination,
the generic term for the ambient light in an environment. Ambient
light does not specify where and how far the light radiates in three
dimensional space. To know the effect of luminous power at a
specific place or viewpoint, we need additional, spatial information
about the distances between the observer, the illuminated surfaces
and the source.
This spatial information is provided in two forms. Illuminance
(measured in lux) is the luminous power that is incident on (shining
on) a specific surface, measured at the surface itself. You cannot
infer, from a measure of illuminance, from where or how far away
the light originates: illuminance on the ground cannot tell you how
far away the sun is, or how intrinsically luminous it is. Illuminance is

the luminous quantity most useful to architects, lighting engineers
and interior designers because it specifies how much light, incident
on specific surfaces such as countertops in kitchens or stairways in
buildings, will be visually adequate for the intended activities
(preparing food, walking). Industry guidelines recommend about
150 lux for homes and 2000 lux or more for detailed mechanical
work.
The diurnal variations in the brightness of surfaces around us are
due to changes in illuminance in the real world, which spans a
power range of about 10 million to one. I divide this power
spectrum of illuminance into seven intervals with characteristic
labels, as shown in the table nine decades of illumination (p. xx).
Generally in discussions of color vision we assume surface
luminances produced by the home level (100 lux) to daylight level
(10,000 lux) of illuminance.
Paradoxically, illumination itself is invisible. By definition, it cannot
enter your eyes because it is spread over the surfaces around you.
The luminous power of illuminance becomes visible only when it is
reflected in our direction by material surfaces. Luminance
(measured in nits) is this shining, image creating form of luminous
power. As Figure 1.2 indicates, luminance describes both the light
from reflecting surfaces and, if we look directly at them, the light
from emitting sources. Everything visible to us in the world — from
sun to sea, snow drifts to asphalt pavement — appears in our color
experience only in the form of luminance.
In addition to the raw quantity of luminous power (as lux or nits),
illuminance and luminance have two attributes of quality. First, the
light can appear to be "white" or it can have a distinct tint or color.
An idealized "pure white" light, the equal energy illuminant
(denoted E), distributes the radiant power equally across all visible
wavelengths. In contrast, a light acquires a distinct chromaticity —
a specific combination hue and saturation — if the luminous power
is selectively or unequally distributed across the visible spectrum. At
the extreme, the most intensely saturated and hue specific
chromaticities possible are monochromatic lights that either
physically concentrate all the radiant power within a single
nanometer interval of the visible spectrum (such as the light from a
laser) or are narrowband sources of an equivalent saturation (such
as many light emitting diodes or LEDs).
This distribution of the radiant power in light is described by a
relative spectral power distribution (SPD) or illuminant. Relative
means that the radiant power, measured within one to ten
wavelength intervals, is charted as a proportion or percentage of
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the peak power across them all (see Figure 1.7, middle). Visually,
the most important attribute of an illuminant is that it is
independent of changes in the luminous power: making daylight
brighter or dimmer by opening or closing window shutters, or
adjusting a ceiling light with a dimmer switch, does not alter its SPD
or chromaticity.

Like color temperature, color rendering is a quality but not a value:
the distortions of some fluorescent or LED "white" lights are
economical in office and industrial spaces and can be attractively
color biasing in market or retail displays. But the principle remains
that many apparently "white" lights can alter the appearance of
material colors, and this can affect how a light is used.

Schematic or idealized SPDs known as standard illuminants are
numerical tabulations of a source's emittance across wavelength
intervals of the visible spectrum. Illuminants are used in technical
color calculations to represent the SPDs of artificial or natural
sources; the illuminant most commonly used to represent generic
"white" illumination is the noon daylight illuminant D65 (see Figure
9.18). But in many applications the illuminant is simplified in one of
two ways. Most color measurement utilizes a trichromatic
illuminant that specifies the proportions of three "primary" lights
that, when mixed as a single light, will match the chromaticity of
the illumination at an equal luminance (Figure 1.2, right).
Commercial color specification uses the correlated color
temperature (CCT), a single number that essentially indicates
whether a light has a warm (reddish to yellowish) or cool (bluish)
chromaticity (Figure 1.3). Color temperature is the common
reference in lighting design: restful warm light is preferred for the
home, stimulating cool light for the office.

These four attributes of illumination — the radiant power (or
power consumption), the luminous power (as illuminance or
luminance), the SPD or illuminant, and the color rendering —
provide a sufficient description of light. As the energy that creates
all color, light is by far the least complex color dimension.

Figure 1.3 – The color of "white" under different illuminants.
A gypsum disk photographed on a neutral gray background under
(clockwise from top left) north skylight (a color temperature of 15,000K),
full sunlight (5500K), an incandescent reading light (2900K), and candlelight
(1900K).

The second qualitative attribute of light is its color rendering —
essentially, whether the light displays the color of objects and
materials as they would appear in broad daylight. This criterion is
visually judged by the appearance of a standard card of material
color exemplars (shown lying on the floor in Figure 1.2), or is
calculated from the SPD of the source. The implicit requirements
for good color rendering are that the source must radiate
broadband power (across the entire visible spectrum) and must
have a relatively smooth and gently sloping emittance. The light
cannot be strongly chromatic or have the spiky or gappy SPD of
"bad" fluorescent and metal vapor sources; "white" light simulated
by mixing three narrowband primary lights can also produce low
color rendering, depending on the application.

All four attributes of light can be observed in the diurnal and
seasonal variations of daylight. This "landscape light" changes with
the luminous power and elevation of the sun: growing steadily
brighter and more contrasted and colorful as the sun rises,
remaining apparently constant across the late morning and early
afternoon, growing dimmer as the sun sets, and finally dissolving
into the very faint and confused colors of twilight. The chromaticity
and color temperature of the light change in a series from "cool"
noon daylight to "warm" sunset, and color rendering also declines
— garden greens and blue flowers turn dull and dark in the last
beams of sunset. Overcast or heavy cloud cover also affect the
light. Under a full moon, all color is transformed into the contrasts
among silvery whites and delicate grays scattered among
impenetrable shadows darker than the night sky.
It is useful to observe these differences in illumination as the
appearance of a material white exemplar. I use a flat disk of
gypsum (an achromatic near white), but a scrap of board coated
with a matte zinc white or titanium white paint will serve. (Many
white papers contain a fluorescing dye that can distort the effect of
different lights.) Display the white sample on a large medium gray
mounting board or mat board, and examine it under different kinds
of light (Figure 1.3).
It is relatively easy to observe the contrast between the mirrorlike
purity of white under noon sunlight and the bluish "white" of light
from the north sky because the comparison can be made literally
side by side at the edge of an outdoor shadow. But to evaluate the
creamy "white" of an incandescent reading light, the weak tea
"white" of candlelight, or the ethereal gray "white" of the disk
under moonlight, you must compare the immediately visible color
with the solar light quality of white gypsum held in imagination.
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This method — comparing an observed color with a distinctly
visualized memory color — is an essential skill to develop in the
study of color experience and, I will argue later, the fundamental
element of color perception. The skill improves with attentive
practice, but always originates in a recognition of the approximate
nature and size of the color difference.

Material
Except for a handful of familiar examples (the sun, moon, sky,
stars; candle, flame, fire, light fixture; flashlight, laser pointer, video
display, traffic light, appliance light, neon sign), we do not see color
as an emitting source. Instead, color is routinely in the material part
of our environment — plants, animals, people we meet;
pavements, walls, buildings, clothing, automobiles. The material
nature of surfaces and the volume form of objects combine as the
material dimension of color experience.
Unlike the four simple attributes of light, the material stuff of
objects and surfaces creates an incredibly complex bundle of color
attributes. Color is the visible signature of the atomic and molecular
composition of an object; color informs us about the smoothness
or roughness of its surface; variations in color tell us about the
shape and volume of the object in space. We anchor our routinely
trustworthy recognition of objects in the assumption that the color
appearance of the material surface is as basic to an object as its
shape, size, weight, temperature and hardness.
Materials are intrinsically colorful because matter strongly interacts
with light. Across the entire visible spectrum, all materials absorb
some part of the incident light (mostly by converting it into invisible
heat) and scatter the rest (Figure 1.4). Scattering (the technical
term is diffuse reflection) means that the electron structure of the
material either deflects the incident light, or briefly absorbs and reemits it, in random directions.

Figure 1.4 – Absorption, scattering and reflection.
Light from an equal energy source interacts with an opaque object; some
part is absorbed and transformed into heat and the rest is scattered as the
material color. Some part is also reflected without absorption as a highlight
or specular reflection of the source.

At the surface boundary with air, materials also mirror or reflect
light (the technical term is specular reflection). This creates the
highlights and images we see in glossy surfaces (Figure 1.5, top). No
part of the reflected light is absorbed, so reflection does not

provide information about the material composition of the object.
Instead, it tells us a great deal about the texture of surface itself.
These complementary material attributes of absorption and
scattering are summarized as a reflectance profile, a relative SPD
that shows (within each 1 to 10 nm interval of the visible spectrum)
the percentage of incident light that is scattered rather than
absorbed by the material. (Note that reflectance excludes specular
reflection.) Similarly, the absorption of light that passes through a
transparent or translucent medium is described by a transmittance
profile. A reflectance or transmittance profile is the objective
specification of material chromaticity in the same way that an
illuminant describes the chromaticity of a light.
Because absorption and scattering greatly dim the incident light,
material colors are not as pure or as brilliant as the colors we can
see in lights — especially, in the spectral hues produced by a prism
or laser pointer. The limiting envelope around the range of colors
possible in a specific medium is the gamut of the medium. Gamuts
are used to describe the colors it is possible to achieve with
mixtures of specific colorants (synthetic pigments and dyes) or
with mixtures of specific lights, such as the RGB di0des of a video
display (see Figure 15.6).

Figure 1.5 – The contrasting appearance of scattering and reflection.
(top, left to right) A highly scattering gray sphere; a partially scattering,
partially reflecting sphere; a highly reflecting gray sphere. (bottom) The
brightness of sky illumination reflected by a mirror (right) or scattered by a
white disk (left).

In centuries past, especially interesting or attractive colors were
associated with a unique object such as a mineral, flower or gem
that served as an exemplar or representative example of the color.
We derive most of our colloquial color names, such as cherry red,
canary yellow, grass green, sky blue, ash gray or soot black from this
tradition of associating color with common materials or objects.

Figure 1.6 – Synthetic pigments illustrating the material color gamut.
(top) Modern synthetic pigments suspended in water ... as reproduced in a
book diagram by mixtures of CYMK inks.

However, most of our consumer color experience is shaped by the
absorbing and scattering properties of industrial colorants. For that
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reason, I use the gamut of manufactured pigments to exemplify
the gamut of material colors (Figure 1.6), which of course depends
on the specific colorants, how we prepare or apply them, and the
light we use to illuminate them.
I also use colorants to illustrate the manipulation of color through
mixture of pigments or dyes, but I disparage the 19th century
misnomer "subtractive color mixture" in favor of material color
mixture. This type of color mixture always applies whenever the
material properties of absorption and scattering are involved; and
these do not "subtract" the absorption of one pigment from
another but in the ideal case, as Scott Burns explains, combine the
separate reflectance profiles (or the illuminant and reflectance
profile, in material color) through a weighted exponential
multiplication (Figure 1.7, bottom). An important principle of these
mixtures is that the optimal "subtractive" or material primary
colors are not the traditional red, yellow and blue hues (as in school
lore such as "blue and yellow make green") but magenta [red violet],
yellow and cyan [green blue].
Figure 1.7 – Visual vs. material color mixture.
(middle) Two spectral power distributions that an observer will identify as
blue and yellow. (top) Visual (or "additive") mixture of the SPDs interpreted
as two sources. (bottom) Material ("subtractive") mixture of the SPDs
interpreted as two pigment reflectances, where the exponent p is the
proportion of each pigment in the mixture. Insets show approximate color
appearance of the SPDs within the CYMK gamut.

The color effects of pigment mixtures are quite complex. The
mixed color depends not only on the reflectance of the pigments
involved but on their microscopic attributes as well — attributes
such as particle size, crystal form, opacity, refractive index and
tinting strength — and the characteristics of the vehicle, support or
bulk thickness and transparency of material that is tinted. As a
practical reality, the combined effect of these attributes is not
usually known, and this very significant substance uncertainty
means that the color appearance of pigments cannot consistently
predict the color they will produce in mixtures. Pairs of paints that
have exactly the same yellow and blue color appearance can make
very dissimilar green mixtures, just as two identically appearing
"white" lights can render material colors very differently.
I use material color specifically to mean the relative spectral power
distribution of the light scattered from a material surface
interpreted as the "color of" an object. Material color is dependent
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on and varies with the color of the illumination: it always combines
the luminous power distribution of the source, described as the
illuminant, with the selective absorption of the surface, described
by the reflectance profile. In Figure 1.4, a surface illuminated by an
equal energy source absorbs blue light and scatters green and red
light: an observer sees this scattered light, the material color, as a
saturated yellow surface.
Karin Fridell Anter adopts the term inherent color for the unique
case where a material is illuminated by the equal energy illuminant
(E), and the material color exactly matches the reflectance profile
(as in Figure 1.4). I like this term because it reminds us both that
color arises in part from abiding physical characteristics of objects
and that color vision perceptually anchors color in objects and
surfaces whenever possible. Steven Shevell prefers intrinsic color
for the same concept.
The gamut of actual colorants and their mixtures can be contrasted
to the gamut of "pigments of greatest luminosity" or optimal colors.
These are mathematically defined, perfectly absorbing and
perfectly scattering SPDs and, as ideal material colors, they do not
have material exemplars. That is, all real materials, natural and
artificial, fit comfortably inside the gamut of this optimal color
surface (see Figure 1.13). The technical term (object color solid) is
misleading because optimal colors, interpreted as emitting sources
rather than scattering objects, equally well describe the maximum
chromaticity possible in lights of any bandwidth. In fact, laser lights
and many narrowband filters can provide and equivalent stimulus
to the eye. Connected as a series of incrementally advancing, single
wavelengths, these optimal colors outline the spectrum locus —
the absolute saturation limits for every hue in human color vision.
By examining how the gamut of lights and materials fits within this
color vision chromaticity boundary (see Figures 8.2 & 8.3), we gain
insights into both the sensory biases of color vision and the
chromatic limitations of colorant chemistry.
There are other ways in which matter can interact with light to
produce the colors we see in objects or materials. These include
transmission through a transparent medium (such as water or a
photographic filter) and fluorescence or glowing. There's also
refraction by a transparent material, mist or liquid, which produces
the rainbow dispersion of a prism spectrum, the "white" of snow
and titanium oxide pigment, and the focusing capabilities of an
optical system. Finally, diffraction is caused by a finely striated or
grooved surface (for example, the rainbow colors reflected from a
compact disc, Figure 6.4). There are also surface or coating
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attributes such as gloss, haze, luster and sheen that vex the
ingenuity of industrial color measurement. But the basic absorption
and scattering of incident light, as documented in a reflectance
profile, are the anchor attributes of the material dimension of
color.

Observer
The third dimension of color, the observer, occupies a conjuring
role among the four dimensions of color. Observer is the potency
or alchemical principle that images the luminous interaction
between materials and light, the vessel or domain in which
luminous power is transformed into color sensations. Observer is
where color becomes color experience.
The unitary, continuous and sole responsibility of the observer —
to look at what needs to be seen — obscures its inherently
ambiguous nature. The principal attribute of human observers,
aside from the fact that they see color at all, is that they see color
so differently. In some situations, these individual differences
among observers, as Peter Kaiser and Robert Boynton remark, "are
best described as enormous." Fred Billmeyer and Max Saltzman
conclude that the ability of a single observer to make repeatably
consistent color judgments, or of different observers to arrive at
the same color judgment, is "alarmingly poor." Ralph Evans
concludes, "One of the outstanding facts about color perception is
the large variability between individuals in the stimuli that to them
produce matching colors."
The needs of 20th century industrial manufacturers and commercial
printers, where repeatably accurate color assessment is necessary,
made it a priority to overcome this observer variability. This
significantly influenced (if not directed) the history of 20th century
color research and the development of effective, tireless,
instrumental color measurement. Inexpensive, handheld digital
color measurement devices or colorimeters are today available
that incorporate a purely mathematical and statistically fictive
standard observer, who I will call Stan, that mimics the average
color response of the normal human observer by means of three
standard filter transmittance curves, the XYZ colormatching
functions, first published in 1931 and updated to the version used in
this book in 1964.
Stan the standard observer is a bedrock feature of technical color
measurement or colorimetry. Stan is the unseen digital clerk who
enables your paint store's color management software to select
the specific mixture of industrial white, black and chromatic
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colorants that will match to your sufficient satisfaction the color of
a wall or trim that needs repainting.
Yet Billmeyer and Saltzman document that colorimeters can vary
one from another and across time almost as much as human
observers do, and that the accuracy of colorimetry varies in
particular with the quality of the specific exemplar that is measured
and how well that exemplar represents the color of an entire wall,
fleet of cars or run of printed images. Despite the seemingly
authoritative superstructure of color mathematics and industrial
sensors, color only exists in the sense that we can claim it is the
same thing in relation to individuals, human or digital, instruments
or exemplars. This limits the precision we can reasonably expect
when we talk about color in any context.

Figure 1.8 – The L, M and S sensitivity curves.
(top) The LMS cone fundamentals of Stockman & Sharpe (2006), weighted
so that the area under each curve represent the proportion of that type of
cone found in the foveal and perifoveal retina. (bottom) The relative
response of the cones at each wavelength, with the peak proportional
sensitivity for each cone normalized to equal 1.0 at the wavelength indicated
by a diamond.

All color observers, human or digital, are tasked to examine and
report the appearance of a target color, which in physical terms is
the specific light or material that we want (or are instructed) to
evaluate, and in visual terms is the patch of color at the observer's
center of attention. When they do this, observers must perform a
colormatching task that requires them to identify the target color
as equivalent or identical to a reference color in a standard color
order system such as a catalog of color swatches or a
measurement location in the XYZ space of colormatching functions
or some transformed version of that space.
When they do this, observers are limited by a "three color" or
trichromatic response to every spectral power distribution. This
means the single nanometer wide, 301 wavelength intervals of an
emittance or reflectance SPD are radically simplified into just three
color signals. This trichromacy occurs because there are only three
types of light sensitive or photoreceptor cell in the human retina
that respond to photopic (outdoor daylight) and mesopic (indoor
and twilight) levels of illumination. Night vision or scotopic vision is
supplied by the rods, a fourth and far more populous type of
photoreceptor, but rods only report the achromatic or "colorless"
shades of gray we see in moonlight.

1. What creates color?
The trichromatic response always gets top billing discussions of
color, but trichromacy always assumes a fixed and inflexible color
space, when in fact an observer's radiance perception is
astonishingly dynamic. The diurnal cycle of our light environment
spans an extremely large range: outdoors, the span of illuminance
from starlight to sunlight is greater than 10 million to 1; in domestic
illumination, between night light and workbench lamp, the range is
around 10,000 to 1. Perceptually, these variations are stabilized by a
luminance adaptation that smooths over small changes in
illuminance but across the diurnal cycle produces a highly
recognizable transformation of color experience. We perceive
directly, from the contrast of lights and darks, the chromatic
vividness of colors, from our ability to read fine print or thread a
needle, that we are adapted to evening instead of daylight. The
colors we see inform us about how we are seeing colors.
And I've described the large blackbody differences, from bluish
white to orangish white, that observers routinely accept as white
(Figure 1.3). In both natural and artificial illumination, this variation
in color temperature is subjectively reduced to an acceptably
consistent "white" by chromatic adaptation. Chromatic adaptation
does not remove the durable awareness that the illumination is
either warm or cool; we have a continuous recognition that the
darkroom light is red. Instead, it imparts the chromaticity of the
illumination to the color appearance of surfaces that the observer
recognizes or accepts as white, and therefore "colorless".
The most troublesome result of trading spectral resolution from
301 dimensions down to just three is metamerism, a very common
form of visual uncertainty about spectral power distributions.
Metamerism is extreme in darkness adaptation, where all colors
appear as grays, but it also occurs when two different illuminants
appear to be the same "white" or chromatic light. Metamerism also
means two materials with different reflectance profiles can
produce a color match, and that two different materials that
appear to be distinct colors under one illuminant can appear under
a different illuminant as exactly the same color, and that two paints
of identical color will make different colored mixtures with the
same third paint. Different illuminant or material SPDs that are
equated in color perception are metamers. Metameric lights are
found most frequently in "white" lights, and metameric materials
are most often dull or near neutral materials, or almost any
materials viewed under illuminants with poor color rendering.
Metamerism is a blunt reminder that, despite our perceptual
tendency to fix color in objects, color depends as much on the
illuminant and observer as on the material.
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The trichromatic receptors are sometimes said to respond to the
long wavelength ("red"), middle wavelength ("green") or short
wavelength ("blue") thirds of the visible spectrum. For that reason,
they are called the L, M and S cones. But these traditional labels are
misleading. As Figure 1.9 (top) shows, both the L and M cones are
sensitive to light across the entire visible spectrum, and their peak
sensitivities are only 25 nm apart and within the "green" middle of
the spectrum. The L cones are also about 10 times more numerous
than the S cones, and pooling signals from the L and M cones —
and excluding the S cones — provides the human brightness
sensitivity or luminosity function (see Figure 5.9).
But the relative or proportional response of the photoreceptors at
each wavelength, normalized to give equal weight to each cone's
peak proportional response, justifies dividing the spectrum into
three segments and suggests the divisions are best placed at
wavelengths corresponding to the cyan (C) and yellow (Y)
(Figure 1.9, bottom). When the resulting three spectrum segments
are viewed as homogenous lights, they produce iconic blue (B),
green (G) and orange (O) colors at high saturation, and a perfect
magenta (M) can be mixed by combining orange and green. These
six spectrum segments are the iconic colors, and serve as markers
of the spectral segments that are useful to talk about a stimulus
SPD in trichromatic terms (Figure 1.10). Note that both iconic red
(R) and iconic violet (V) must be created by mixture of orange and
blue light, as they are not hues found in the visible spectrum.
However, in color research and video displays, a more saturated
orange red light is routinely used instead, as indicated in Figure 1.10
(top). These three spectrum segments — or three monochromatic
lights that simulate the full range of color mixture — are the real
RGB primary lights.
Figure 1.9 – Dividing the spectrum.
(top) The spectrum divided at wavelengths matching cyan and yellow,
creating three segments identified as the iconic colors blue (B), green (G)
and orange (O). Mixing the G and B segments produces iconic cyan (C) and
mixing G with O creates iconic yellow (Y). The B and O segments separately
reproduce the complementary hue series of "edge colors" (Kantfarben) and
the hues of the blackbody spectrum (the warm/cool contrast); mixing the B
and O segments creates the sixth iconic hue, extraspectral magenta (M).
(bottom) Visual complementary hue relations: each O, G and B segment is
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complementary to the mixture of the other two segments, and the six iconic
hues are equally spaced around the hue circle.

piece of jewelry, to the instrumental accompaniment of a melody,
and to the place and time that provides the context for a story. It's
also a term unencumbered by previous color theory.

Mixtures of the real RGB lights combine their separate visual
effects as the sum of their radiant powers at each wavelength;
from that fact we get the physically accurate name "additive color
mixture." However, the changing colors of light mixtures do not
demonstrate "color mixing in lights," as commonly taught in art
school: they illustrate the color perception produced by the nerve
signals from photoreceptors that are stimulated by the lights. This
visual color mixture is only additive in the powers of the lights that
are mixed (Figure 1.7, top), not in the impact of the light mixtures
on color vision.

Color area denotes a patch of the visual field, characterized by an
acceptably uniform brightness and chromaticity, that is large
enough to have a discernable shape and is defined by a distinct and
continuous edge. Color areas are simply visual shapes defined by
the noticeable differences among colors.

Although cone photoreceptors furnish our entire color sensitivity,
trichromacy is not visually apparent in our color experience. We do
not see the world in terms of orange, green and blue. Instead, color
vision transforms the LMS nerve impulses from the retina into
three colormaking attributes that are obvious in color experience.
As nerve signals, this complex transformation begins in the retina
and is only finished in the brain. But it can be simulated by a single,
simple mathematical operation known as matrix rotation of the
LMS cone fundamentals, no different in principle from the rotation
that rectifies our optically inverted retinal image (see Figure 3.15).
This produces three wholly new color sensations: the luminance
sensation of brightness (Q), the chromatic sensations of hue (h, in
the spectral series orange, yellow, green, cyan, blue and magenta)
and the saturation (s) or apparent purity or intensity of the hue.
This arrangement of attributes is diagrammed as a vertical
luminance (brightness) dimension perpendicular to a hue circle
whose radius represents the saturation (Figure 1.10).

Figure 1.10 – Geometry of the colormaking attributes.

All three attributes must be specified in order to describe the color
of a light, and the illuminance level and illuminant must also be
specified in order to describe a material color.

Setting
Setting is my term for the fourth and last dimension of color — the
arrangement of contrasting color areas visible to the observer, with
emphasis on the color areas contiguous with a target color. I've
chosen the term for its connection to the display of a gem in a

The dimensions of a visual area are not measured as the physical
dimensions of the stimulus object or surface in real space but as
either the projected width or angular extent of the color area, or as
the projected area or solid angle from the observer's viewpoint.
"Projected" simply means we're not concerned with how physically
large an object is, only with how large it appears in your visual field.

Figure 1.11 – The visual field.
(top) The width and approximate shape of the visual field, illustrating the
proportional area of a one steradian circle and the perifoveal field when
gaze is fixed on the horizon; the high resolution area of central vision is
shown in red; the perifoveal area is tinted green, and the area of the
peripheral field is tinted gray. (bottom) A detail view of the one steradian
circular area, showing the relative dimensions of anatomical and
colorimetric areas of the visual field.

And what is the visual field? As shown in Figure 1.14 (top), the visual
field is a perceptual medium for the display of two dimensional
images in the metric of angular extent — an enclosure of projected
area that represents projected color areas. It has a persistent
structure that is independent of any visual content it displays:
concentric gradations of optical resolution. Approximately
elliptical, optically expansive (about 170º across), it is eccentrically
centered on a fixation point (the external physical spot you are
looking at) at the center of the full color, very high resolution patch
of central vision (red dot). With an angular diameter of 5º or 6º —
the width of a tennis ball at arm's length — central vision is quite
small, and it is shifted toward the upper edge of the visual field,
which gives the field a downward bias toward the ground in front
of the observer, even when gaze is directed at the horizon.
Everything we consider looking is imaged within the 20º wide
perifoveal field (green disk), a soccer ball at arm's length. Most of
the visual field consists of the encompassing peripheral field (gray
area in the figure) where the retinal image is blurred beyond
recognition, although large objects are often noticeable within the
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peripheral field enclosed by a 66º wide circular steradian window
(blue circle). In other words, about four fifths of the visual field is
not involved with looking but with less specific forms of seeing that
put a spatial context around perifoveal vision, detect movement,
and register the ambient illumination.
This anatomical description of the visual field, determined by the
density and relative proportion of the foveally concentrated cones
and peripherally populous rods. The perceptual description is
shaped by the normal color stimulus presentation (Figure 1.14,
bottom). The target color or color stimulus is generally no smaller
than 1º and no larger than 2º, and is bounded by a proximal field
equivalent to the area of central vision. The area around the target
color and proximal field out to about 20º to 25º is the ground (I
indicate whether this is a foreground or background only when
spatial contrast is relevant). Everything else to the limits of the
visual field is the surround, which is used in color measurement to
specify the environmental luminance that determines the
observer's luminance adaptation.
However, the most important attribute of the setting is not
resolution but contrast, the patternmaking attribute. And nearly all
the patternmaking attributes are induced by or clearly apparent
only in color areas located within the central and perifoveal fields,
the stimulus and ground. Contrast is literally the fourth
colormaking attribute. It deserves place as the primary or
originating colormaking attribute, because vision cannot function
without it. Presented with a softly illuminated visual field emptied
of all contrast, observers promptly lapse into a ganzfeld, a visual
numbness that might be described as an achromatic fog.
Because it is fundamental, contrast is also generative: as soon as
two or more large, contiguous and dissimilar color areas appear in
the visual field (usually as an annulus display of a small central area
enclosed within a much larger and enclosing ground), the contrast
between them creates two completely new colormaking attributes
in addition to the brightness, hue and saturation we see in lights.
The first new colormaking attribute is lightness (denoted L, L* or J,
depending on how it is measured), which can be described as the
appearance of surface albedo. It generally varies with the relative
luminance between surface areas under uniform illumination, and
its characteristic sensory quality is not the shining of brightness but
the material appearance of a blackened whiteness, often called
grayness. All surface colors are luminous by the fact they send light
to our eyes, but setting contrasts transform the "bright" luminance
we see in a stained glass window into the "grayed" luminance of
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mud, stone and smoke. The second new attribute is chroma
(denoted C), which is the perception that a material reflectance
originates relatively more or less in its chromatic content (or
colorfulness) than in its relative grayness. Again, the key point is
that chroma is perceived as the chromatic content of a material,
not of a light. Lightness and chroma represent color areas as
material surfaces especially by way of dull or darkened colors such
as olive, ochre, russet, brown or gray that cannot be perceived as
the color of an emitting source.
Most of the setting effects that have been studied in the past two
centuries deal with contrasts induced by visual patterns. The
earliest of these had to do with induced chromatic contrasts in
illumination, as described by Count Rumford in 1792, or simple
contrast effects of colored fields, which include the textile contrast
patterns studied by Eugène-Michel Chevreul in 1832. These contrast
effects extend to simple figure/ground patterns of bars in the
White illusion, or the blending of color areas into new colors by
color induction. These effects seem designed to enhance contrast
in legible reflectance patterns but to smooth over small luminance
contrasts into homogeneous color areas.

Figure 1.12 – Contrast or patternmaking effects.
(top) A luminance grayscale in CYMK inks. (middle) The Bartleson Breneman
effect of changing gray intervals with background. A scale of chroma in a
yellow hue. (bottom) Simultaneous color contrast and color induction.

In addition to all these and other popularized patternmaking
effects, there are three archaic setting effects that are universally
recognized as fundamental and also still inexplicable. The first is
object recognition. This is always involuntary, in the way that we
cannot look at the words on a DO NOT ENTER sign without reading
them, and it is also always continuous so long as our eyes are open.
The second setting effect is that these objects are perceived to
stand in a three dimensional space, and this spatial interpretation
is also involuntary and continuous with our body sense, specifically
eye gaze, head orientation and body movement. And the last
setting effect is an awareness of the illuminant and the
illumination, and this light interpretation of the setting can very
strongly affect the color appearance, even to the point that the
same physical image of a dress can appear to be either gold and
white or blue and black.
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Figure 1.13 – Effect of object mode on color.
A cube in space.

Several clever diagrams have been devised to illustrate the power
of spatial and light interpretation on color appearance, such as
Adelson's chessboard (Figure 11.7) or the tiled cube popularized by
Dale Purves and Beau Lotto (Figure 1.13). These show that an
identical area of colored ink (arrows) will appear to be both very
different lightnesses of gray or very different chromaticity
depending on the location of the color area in a setting where the
geometry of the form creates different expectations of illuminance.

Figure 1.14 – The appearance modes.
Clockwise from top left: Exemplar mode, pattern/surface mode, object
mode, medium mode.

When talking about color it is often necessary to control or
eliminate the effect of one or more of these setting influences. A
useful way to think of these is under the traditional heading of
appearance modes (technically, modes of appearance or
Erscheinungsweisen). As explained in Chapter 5, I adopt four of
these (including the ganzfeld) as a limited and idiosyncratic syntax
of setting complexity that is not based on the subjective
appearance of a color area but on the stimulus elements necessary
to induce the appearance of color, contrast, objects in space and
space under a tinting illumination or within a tinting medium
(Figure 1.12):
• exemplar mode only displays a single color area in a dark or
neutral surround, without any cues as to size, depth or surface
orientation, ambiguously neither a light nor a surface.
• pattern mode is a field of related colors as an angular extent in
two dimensions perpendicular to the observer's direction of
view, without cues of illuminance or depth. Many flat surfaces,
such as text or images, evoke this mode by disregarding actual
depth or lighting.
• object mode shows volume enclosing or distance defining
object surfaces under ambient and directed illumination in three
dimensional space, either in monocular or "peephole" or
binocular viewing.

Color knowledge
• medium mode reveals a color or obscuration in the visual field
itself, such as changes in colorfulness with illumination, but also
changes due to mist, fog, smoke or smoke tinted light.
Many of the "illusory" setting contrasts discussed in Chapters 13
and 14 have the collaborative effect of identifying and enhancing
image edges (especially in the presence of lightness gradients),
completing occluded forms from imperfectly revealing color areas,
unifying forms through area filling, smoothing out and
consolidating the surface of these forms through the leveling effect
of spreading, and separating the defined forms one from others
through large area contrast enhancement — all orchestrated by
the twin imperatives to parse a two dimensional pattern stimulus,
the retinal image, as "objects," and array or "rank" the objects
along a third, inferred dimension of spatial depth.
Object recognition and spatial interpretation motivate and
orchestrate the diverse image altering perceptual effects of the
setting dimension.

Color defined
The previous blitz overview of color knowledge will likely have
raised many questions or piqued your interest in specific topics. As I
signaled earlier, these can be addressed by browsing ahead to the
sections indexed as Color knowledge keywords (p. xx). In all matters
related to color I hope you will indulge both your skepticism and
your curiosity and learn by attentive looking rather than reading.
One issue was left unexamined but continuously assumed in this
overview — and that is, to pirate a phrase from Raymond Carver,
what we talk about when we talk about color. As I read it, that is two
parts talking to one part color, and talking is all about words.
Admittedly, color is difficult to define. In its dual, Wayne/Batman
role as noun and qualifier, it can serve almost any meaning.
Amateur painters in need of new paints will cheerfully announce,
"I'm off to the art store to buy more colors."
In the speech of laypersons, color is routinely confused with hue:
"'Color' is the characteristic of visual perception described through
color categories, with names such as red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
or purple" (Wikipedia, 9/2020). But this is not a definition, just a
handwave for "I know it when I name it."
Color can be circularly defined, as in the authoritative International
Lighting Vocabulary (2011) from the Commission Internationale de
l'Éclairage (CIE): "[Color:] Attribute of visual perception consisting of
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any combination of chromatic and achromatic content." In other
words, color is the attribute that is partly colorful and partly not —
which is, by the way, the definition of chroma or saturation, not
color.
"Color" is sometimes glossed as a technical specification, for
example in the definition from the American Society of Testing and
Materials (ASTM): "Colour of an object — aspect of object
appearance distinct from form, shape, size, position or gloss that
depends upon the spectral composition of the incident light, the
spectral reflectance or transmittance of the object, and the spectral
response of the observer, as well as the illuminating and viewing
geometry." Perhaps the spectral response of the observer is a sort
of iridescent aura. In any case, this definition favorably reflects on
Poynton's tactically limited outline of cause and effect.
Billmayer & Saltzman suggest: "Color may mean a certain kind of
light, its effect on the human eye, or (most important of all) the
result of this effect in the mind of the viewer." All true, but
prolonged glare is also a kind of light that can effect a visual
impairment that results in distress in the mind of the viewer. That
does not make glare a color.
I use the term color, as a noun without qualification, to mean this:
COLOR is the attribute of an observer's visual perception that produces a
discernable edge or difference between contiguous and homogenous
visual areas.
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Color indifference
Color research is founded on observers who pay attention. Color
measurement is, after all, a performance setting. Essentially
everything we know about color is color as it appears in central
vision, as reported by human observers with normal color
sensitivity who adopt the task attitude of dutiful attention and
studious discrimination.
That kind of mental state represents an infinitesimal part of the
total color experience of the typical human observer. We all, for the
most part, ignore color. We each privately learn an intuitive method
of reading the environment with skimpy attention, making a huge
number of assumptions about colors without a moment's
hesitation. About 97% of our visual field is what we peripherally
believe is there rather than what we examine with attentive focus.
We accept a huge range of spectral power distributions as "white,"
we ignore the color changing effects of shadow, we can't
remember the color of objects we have seen just moments before.
I use color indifference to signify the fact that color is chronically
irrelevant to the behavioral aims of an observer, which usually
manifests as an inability to remember the color of a recently
observed object:
COLOR INDIFFERENCE denotes the quality of a color area that occupies
the visual field without producing its recognition or discrimination as a
color rather than as a material or an object, and specifically as a sensory
quality that does not produce a verbal color categorization.

Homogenous means there are no variations within the visual areas
caused by reflection, haze, roughness, gradient, speckle, textile
weaving, pattern or material texture; no temporal differences such
as sequential presentation, erratic fluctuation or regular flicker; no
directionally specific or goniometric properties such as iridescence,
birefringence or glitter that change depending on the angle of view
of the observer or the direction and angle of incident illumination.
It is necessary to eliminate or adapt to these complications in any
color measurement but they distract from the essentials of the
definition: observer, visual field, visual areas, edge and discernable
color difference.

The principal reason for color indifference is that color, in itself, is
routinely an incidental perception to the recognition of objects. If
someone asks us how ripening changes the color of a banana, we
can confidently describe the contrast from observation or from
memory — but we routinely don't observe the world that way, as a
medley mosaic of color contrasts. We export color into the world
as material objects in material spaces, and accurately observe
characteristic qualities such as ripe or rotted only when we see
"colorfully" by consciously scrutinizing appearance with a
questioning or painterly attitude.

The definition asserts that color is not an attribute of an object,
surface or source, or a quality of light or reflectance. Color is a
defining attribute within the setting — of contrasting visual areas
in the visual field. The visual field is no object, has no surface, and
inwardly shines with nothing we can call light. The definition also
restates the point made earlier: color appears nowhere except in
the individual color experience of an observer.

One way to look at color indifference is as a habit, a disregard
formed of familiarity. Most of our complex mental functions have a
strong tendency toward routinized, inattentive performance. Once
a skill or judgment is established and practiced, it becomes
effortless and inattentive. We could not get on with life if each new
room we enter has to be filled in, coloring book style, with the
examination of each wall, floor covering, item of furniture and
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decor, and the clothing and complexion of every occupant. Instead
we hurriedly sketch an awareness of the room by effortless and
inattentive glimpses that we shovel into the incidental surround of
peripheral vision, and turn to the object or person our glances have
chosen as worth further visual attention — the cocktail party
second glance.
But I suggest color indifference is not the dulling effect of habit but
one of the supreme design achievements of color vision, which
incorporates habit as the ligatures in a structure of focus on
physical objects. We live in a physical world, and we need to see it,
but we also need to see it as such, not as mosaics of color. This
requires us to ignore, discount or misinterpret colors if that gets us
to a more secure perception of things in themselves.
By combining the influences of task irrelevance, habitual
inattention and environmental glimpsing, color indifference
acquires aspects of memory color. This is a catchall concept for a
color we assume from prior experience should be there (in
particular, the color of exemplar objects such as green lawns or
yellow bananas), or recall from previous observation was actually
there (the color of your bedroom walls). Memory colors have the
peculiar quality of being stereotyped more strongly on lightness
and hue than on chroma, hue being the most important attribute in
the categorization or recognition of objects. But once we have
encountered and examined an object, a category of objects,
fixtures and furnishings, we rely less on color observation.

Color into words
The most effective antidote to incidental color is visual scrutiny,
and the strongest support for visual scrutiny and, following the
principles of color measurement, the strongest prompt to visual
scrutiny is observer report. This is always what the concept of an
observer implies: not merely looking, but identifying what is there
through some form of report.
I describe a variety of color demonstrations that invite attentive
looking and may unbend a little the force of habit. I also describe a
systematic and simple strategy for analyzing and labeling colors —
a color naming system based on the colormaking attributes of
brightness/lightness, saturation/chroma, hue, and setting — as the
means both to guide your color scrutiny and to memorialize color in
word memory as a support for sensory memory.
The circumstantial task proposed by most books about color is to
understand the relationships between lights, materials, observers

Color knowledge
and settings. I hope that by expanding your attitudes of looking
and providing a simple framework for color description, you will be
able to apply the concepts reviewed in this chapter to analyze what
you see and by that route discover color experience for yourself.
So let's get started.
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color knowledge keywords
This list of keywords from Chapter 1 includes pages or figures
where the concepts are illustrated or discussed in detail.

◼
absorption –
achromatic –
angular extent –
annulus display –
appearance modes –
binocular convergence –
brightness (Q) –
broadband –
central vision –
chroma (C) –
chromatic adaptation –
chromaticity –
CIE (Commission Internationale de l'Éclairage) –
color –
color area –
color deficiency (colorblindness) –
color experience –
cone fundamentals –
color name –
color rendering –
color stimulus –
color temperature (CCT) –
colorant (pigment or dye) –
colorimeter –
colorimetry –
colormaking attributes –
colormaking geometry –
contrast –
cool –
daylight illuminant (D65) –
diffraction –
edge –
electromagnetic spectrum –
equal energy illuminant (E) –
exemplar (source or material) –
extraspectral hues –
fixation point –

fluorescence –
four dimensions of color –
gamut –
ganzfeld –
grayness –
ground (background, foreground) –
hue (h) –
hue angle (θ) –
hue circle –
iconic colors (OYGCBM) – see table, p. xx.
illuminance –
illuminant –
illumination –
incidental color –
individual differences –
inherent color –
LED (light emitting diode) –
light –
lightness (L or J) –
L, M and S cones (photopic photoreceptors) –
lumen –
luminance –
luminance adaptation –
luminosity function (luminous efficiency function) –
luminous power (illuminance, luminance) –
mesopic –
material color (SPD of an illuminant scattered by a material) –
material color mixture (subtractive color mixture) –
material primary colors (yellow, cyan, magenta) –
memory color –
metamerism –
metamers (metameric color stimuli) –
mixing line –
monochromatic –
narrowband –
nine decades of illuminance – see table, p. xx.
observer –
optimal color –
optimal color surface (object color solid) –
pattern stimulus –
perifoveal field –
peripheral field –
photopic –
photoreceptor cell –
proximal field –
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radiant power (irradiance, radiance) –
reflectance profile –
reflection (specular reflection) –
refraction –
retina –
RGB primary lights –
rods (scotopic photoreceptors) –
saturation (s) –
scattering (diffuse reflection) –
scotopic –
setting –
simultaneous contrast –
solid angle –
source –
spectral hues –
SPD (spectral power distribution) –
spectrum locus –
standard candle –
standard illuminant –
standard observer –
substance uncertainty –
surround –
target color –
texture –
translucency –
transmission –
transmittance profile –
transparency –
trichromatic illuminant –
trichromatic response –
visual color mixture (additive color mixture) –
visual color space –
visual field –
visual primary colors (red, green, blue) –
visible spectrum –
warm –
watt –
wavelength –
XYZ colormatching functions –
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